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_THE MULTILEVEL SERVICE PROGRAMME

Expertise for
increased productivity

EXPERTISE
FOR INCREASED
PRODUCTIVITY
As our customers’ competency partner, we combine
decades of experience in the machining industry and the
cumulative know-how of Walter with valuable customer
knowledge from production. We resolutely p
 ursue only
one goal: the sustained optimisation of our customers’
key processes for the greatest possible productivity.
For Walter Multiply, expertise means efficiently offering
tailored solutions from a single source, without any
unnecessary interfaces or service components. From
procurement and preparation of tools through to
deployment and reconditioning. We integrate all aspects
of a production process to realise process reliability
and productivity at the highest possible level. Modular
solutions provide the solid foundation and enable us to
adapt solution concepts exactly to the individual needs
of our customers.
The Walter Multiply Team is not only competent, it is
highly motivated – whether during the conceptualisation
phase in the Walter Technology Centers or at the time
of implementation into production. Walter Multiply stands
for personal commitment, openness and a trustful
working relationship. For it is only when partnerships are
established on the basis of longevity and fairness that
genuine synergies emerge.
Walter Multiply – your expert point of contact for the
entire process.

Process competence of Walter Multiply
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PROCESS
COMPETENCE
OF WALTER
MULTIPLY
_PRODUCTION
SEEKS PRODUCTIVITY
THE MULTIPLY
PROCESS APPROACH
Focus on customer processes:
Production managers and tool managers are today
faced with the challenge of not only having to manage
just tool inventories but also constantly overseeing
the entire process chain of a production environment.
Transparency and control over the life cycle of a tool
throughout the entire production process is the
fundamental prerequisite for the efficient management and planning of a production environment.
The services of Walter Multiply extend far beyond
the cutting process and purposefully gear the entire
process chain towards maximum productivity. All
factors of cutting, from fixture to NC programming,
are included in our analysis and then harmonised.

Tool disassembly

Reconditioning

Selection & adjustment
Recycling
Production

Tool management

Procurement

Software

Small application with a big impact:
On average, tooling costs in a modern manufacturing environment account for around 4 – 6% of the total cost of production. Combining the innovative and productive Walter tools and
the services of Walter Multiply, however, can have positive
outcomes on up to 80% of production costs. This astonishing
leverage effect reveals which potentials often lie hidden.
Productivity begins with understanding –
modular solutions for customer-specific processes
Every customer enquiry is individual and unique in the
challenge it presents. Walter Multiply appreciates this
individuality and, based on an intensive analysis, offers

solutions tailored to the specific customer. Walter Multiply
experts scrutinise every process-related aspect of a tool’s
journey through the customer's production facility – from
tool setting in the toolroom, paths to and from the machine,
usage in cutting operations to reconditioning and recycling.
In this way, Walter Multiply factors in numerous aspects of
the process in order to deliver diverse potentials for efficiency
gains that would otherwise be impossible to realise with only
an isolated analysis of the cutting process.
Walter Multiply –
your expert point of contact for the entire process.

_SOLUTIONS FOR PRODUCTION

PRODUCTION SOLUTIONS
WITH THE
MULTIPLY EFFECT
Adding value begins with the first chip. With our
solutions for production, we are your partner
when it comes to planning new manufacturing
processes and optimising existing ones.
We always keep all factors in mind – from the
optimum clamping system to the most efficient
NC program and the best possible tool selection.
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Would you like to produce new components
with maximum productivity?

Would you like to produce your components
even more efficiently?

NEW PROCESS DESIGN

PROCESS OPTIMISATION
Are you keen to make your prototypes
without any loss of capacity?

PROTOTYPING

Do you need a partner that can
deliver a complete production process
from a single source?

FIXTURE SOLUTIONS
AND NC PROGRAMMING

Would you like to simulate, test,
or trial processes – without tying
up your own capacity?

WALTER TECHNOLOGY CENTERS
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CONVENTIONAL APPROACH
20% material costs
20% personnel costs
26% other costs
30% machine costs
4% tool costs
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Walter Productivity Services can be used to achieve positive
effects at up to 80% of the total production costs.

_SOLUTIONS FOR PRODUCTION

PRODUCTION NEEDS
PRODUCTIVITY

PERFORMANCE DATA IS MORE INTERESTING THAN COSTS
Small application with a big impact
On average, tooling costs in a modern manufacturing environment account for around 4 – 6% of the total cost of production.
However, if innovative and productive Walter tools are combined
with the all-encompassing process expertise of Walter Multiply,
it is possible to bear a positive influence on up to 80% of
production costs. This astonishing leverage effect reveals that,
in many instances, there is considerable potential for increased
productivity yet to be discovered.
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Productivity begins with understanding
Only those who understand exactly what goes on in a particular
production environment can realise the full potential for
process optimisation. This is why every collaboration with the
experts of Walter Multiply starts with a comprehensive analysis of all production processes to be addressed. All the relevant
data is collected with the aid of software and analysed so that
hidden potentials can be pin-pointed and evaluated.

Example of wind power stations: The enormous growth in the
wind energy sector also escalates the demand for sophisticated
components. The solutions for increasing efficiency that are
provided by Walter Multiply enable the productivity of a production
plant to be quickly adapted to dynamic markets.

Design and optimisation of new and existing
production processes
Based on comprehensive analysis results, Walter Multiply
delivers concrete concepts for specific tasks at hand –
from optimisation of existing production processes to complete production design from scratch.

Process reliability as common goal
Walter Multiply projects are always based on close cooperation
and a binding commitment of service. This means: All cus
tomer-relevant process parameters, e. g. cycle times, output or
quality objectives, are safeguarded under any Walter Multiply
project.

Walter Multiply always works with the complete machining
process as its foundation and is therefore able to deliver
strategies that are absolutely practical – these strategies
include the relevant equipment, NC programming and the
optimum tool selection. This helps to ensure that all components of a production process are optimally matched.

Thanks to comprehensive documentation of all project
milestones and results, all measures are always transparent
and also remain easily auditable for future reference.
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Express special tool development thanks to standardised
processes. From cutting parameters to scale diagrams and
TDM-supported drawings, which are automatically displayed
as 3D models.

Process optimisation during operation
Walter Multiply services haven’t achieved their objective until
the optimised processes have been implemented for practical
application at the customer’s premises. After all, even if all
central challenges have been taken into account during the
conception phase, true professionalism comes to the fore only
when unforeseeable obstacles have to be overcome. That is
why the optimised processes are also brought in and trialled on
site by the Walter Multiply experts responsible. This is the
only way to ensure that a smooth transition from theory to
practice is guaranteed.
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Profiting from important innovations
In the course of advancing globalisation and ever faster development cycles, technological progress is becoming ever
more important in day-to-day competition. In the routine and
pressure of day-to-day business, however, it can be difficult
to always keep pace with the latest developments on the tool
market and ensure that one’s own processes keep up with
the state of the art in production engineering and technologies.

Fixtures are decisive for overall productivity
and the quality of a fixture can, not least,
also be seen from the quality of the finished
component.

Integrated tooling competence
With Production Services, Walter Multiply integrates its concentrated knowledge of tool manufacturing into a powerful
service provision concept, which makes it possible to keep up
consistently with the state of the art even under difficult
conditions. Walter Multiply combines the deep process com
petence of established experts with the acclaimed tool port
folio of Walter to form a compelling productivity programme.
Walter Multiply is your single-source provider of services,
all tuned like clockwork with one goal in mind: to unlock all
efficiency potentials in a production environment on a longterm basis.

Fixture construction – a Walter core competence
For Walter Multiply, the conceptual design and construction of
a fixture is of major importance. Decades of experience with
the three competence brands Walter, Walter Titex and Walter
Prototyp clearly reveal that the performance of a tool can be
enhanced even further with an appropriately designed fixture.
The all-encompassing approach of Walter Multiply includes
a comprehensive consultation phase, the actual construction
of the fixture, perfectly matched tools and the appropriate
CNC programs. Comprehensive documentation of the performance data to be achieved is taken as obligatory.
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Impressive tools in practical application. Some visitors
expect a showroom, but the Walter Technology Center
is a real production department.

Expertise first-hand. There’s nowhere better to illustrate
the production processes than where they unfold – directly
at the machine.

_SOLUTIONS FOR PRODUCTION

WALTER
TECHNOLOGY CENTER

WELCOME TO THE REAL WORLD
Simulate, test, implement
Production bottlenecks and daily ongoing production runs
leave little room for a safe and reliable implementation
of more efficient processes. Often, a productivity-boosting
optimisation measure is even completely prevented for
capacity reasons. It’s a dangerous catch-22 that must be
solved permanently in view of the competition worldwide.
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Walter Multiply offers an ideal solution specifically for this
situation: In Walter Technology Centers around the world,
customer processes can be simulated exactly and tested live.
In this way, successful implementation is not only particularly
reliable, but also incredibly fast and efficient.
Plug and produce
With the support of Walter Multiply, most capacity bottlenecks
are once and for all consigned to the past. Producing prototypes or implementing new processes no longer has to mean
sacrificing production machines. Prototypes can be produced,
tried and tested for their real fitness for purpose in one of
the Walter Technology Centers around the world – away from
daily operations. Assigned personnel are, where necessary,
even trained directly on the live machines in the Walter

The purpose of the Walter Technology Center
is to develop processes, share valuable knowledge,
test, optimise and produce.

T echnology Center so that they can then productively apply
their well-founded know-how in their own production environment from the very start. Production downtimes are therefore
reduced to an absolute minimum.
New components safely reach their destination
Today, the manufacturing of prototypes in-house while pro
duction is ongoing can no longer really be thought of as
a sensible strategy. This is because it is no longer merely
a question of excellent quality. What matters above all
is the time factor. The customers are provided with assurance
by the highly qualified personnel at the Walter Technology
Center that even time-critical enquires about complex
components of outstanding quality can be handled promptly.

Even large components can be machined in the ultra modern
facilities in the Walter Technology Center thanks to the
turning/milling and milling/turning facilities at their disposal.
The customer’s processes are not affected at any time.
This makes stoppages and delays in day-to-day operations
a thing of the past.
If required, Walter will implement the complete first article
inspection including the necessary quality evaluations
and the creation of 3D measurement programs and first article
inspection reports.
An overview of all Walter Technology Center locations can be
found on page 34/35 of this brochure.
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_SOLUTIONS FOR LOGISTICS

SOLUTIONS
FOR AN EFFICIENT
PROCESS CHAIN
Efficient tool processes, virtually at the press
of a button. Walter Multiply is the synonym for
an impressive total solution along the complete process chain: from purchasing, inventory
management and presetting through to transport and eco-conscious recycling.
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Are you looking for the best environment
for your tool presetting operations?

TOOLROOM SETUP

Would you like to concentrate
on your core competencies?

TOOL MANAGEMENT
SOLUTIONS
Would you like to exploit
the full potential of your tool
in terms of optimum cost?

RECONDITIONING
AND RECYCLING
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Cooperation with a resolute focus on the goal: the closer the
cooperation with Walter Multiply, the greater the efficiency
potential to tap into. Mutual trust and binding agreement on
essential parameters between both partners become more
important with every additional stage.

_SOLUTIONS FOR LOGISTICS

EFFICIENCY POTENTIAL
THROUGH
TOOL MANAGEMENT

TOTAL PROCESS ANALYSIS
Focus firmly on customer processes
Production managers and tool managers are today faced with
the challenge of not only having to manage just tool inven
tories but also constantly overseeing the entire process chain
of a production room. Transparency and monitoring over the
life cycle of a tool throughout the entire production process is
the fundamental prerequisite for the efficient control and
planning of a production environment.

Walter Multiply Logistic Services build on decades of
experience in the tool industry and, with supportive logistics
processes, help to achieve a brand new level of efficiency.
With the integrated methodology at Walter Multiply, it is
possible today to identify potentials that would otherwise
be beyond reach with only an isolated analysis of the cutting
process. This unlocked efficiency gain enables companies
finally to concentrate on their core competencies.
Every single production environment is individual, and so are
the specific challenges that Walter Multiply faces. Thanks to
broad knowledge of the sector and deep process competence,
it is possible for Walter Multiply to cater for this individuality
100% and still be able to deliver tailored solutions quickly and
efficiently.
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TOOL MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

WALTER TOOL
DISPENSING SYSTEMS

SINGLE SOURCE SUPPLY

BILLING BY FPP

Walter tool
dispensing s ystem in
various designs

Management
by Walter
in-house service

Management
via Walter
control centre

Management
by Walter
team on site

Management
by Walter
team on site

Integration density

The three service provision modules of Walter Multiply Logistic Services.

As part of a well-founded process analysis, a tool’s movements
are examined down to the last detail: from tool setting in
the toolroom, paths to and from the machine through to tool
reconditioning and recycling. Walter Multiply factors in all
relevant aspects of the process to be able to exploit as many
potentials for increased efficiency as possible.
Modular service provision concept:
An intensive analysis of the entire supply chain and the production process is top of the list in all Walter logistics solutions
projects. Only then can the solutions of Walter Multiply always
be tailored exactly to the needs of individual customers.

The three service provision modules “Tool Dispensing
Systems”, “Single Source Supply” and “FPP Model”
(fee per part) allow tailored solutions to be devised for
a multitude of requirements.
Behind each Walter Multiply logistics solution, powerful
Walter tool management software enables particularly
user-friendly acquisition and management of all relevant
tool data. A wealth of evaluation possibilities create
transparency and control – even across a number of 
production lines.
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The modular tool supply system with its many
and varied configuration options also meets individual
requirements.

Transparency through modern tool dispensing systems –
Walter vending solutions
Under time and cost pressures, some things fall by the wayside despite all the best efforts. Inventories without concrete
usage potential and unrecorded stock hoarding are not a rarity
in practice. Tied-up capital and diminishing flexibility are the
result. Vending systems from Walter provide the foundation for
increased transparency in tool management. The integrated
tool management software enables tools to be allocated to cost
centres and production lines and makes it possible to identify
where quality and productivity effects can be achieved.
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Efficiency through reduction in non-value-added
processes – with Walter Multiply Single Source Supply
Outsourcing non-value-added processes makes it possible
for a company to concentrate on its actual core competencies.
Using a tool management solution from Walter Multiply
professionalises tool procurement and takes it to a new level.
The combination of competence brands Walter, Walter Titex
and Walter Prototyp enables tool availability of up to 100%
at the best price on the market. In purchasing, Walter Multiply
always favours the tool on the market that offers the most
impressive performance data with regard to the subsequent
machining application. Even the possible use of competitors’
tools is investigated so that the most suitable solution on the
market for a specific customer is purchased. In this way, the
customer benefits from a particularly deep market and process
knowledge, through which Walter Multiply guarantees real
added value from the start.

WALTER TOOL
DISPENSING SYSTEMS
Variant

SINGLE SOURCE SUPPLY

FPP BILLING

Management
by Walter
in-house service

Processing
by Walter with regular
customer visits

Management
by Walter
team on site

Management
by Walter
team on site

•

•

•

•

•

Updating master and technology data

—

•

•

•

Responsibility
for tool procurement process

°

—

•

•

•

•

°

°

°

°

°

Active optimisation of existing tools

•

•

•

•

•

Process analysis and optimisation

°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°

°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°

°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°

•

•

•

•

°

°

•

•

•

•

•

•

°
°

°
°

Tool dispensing system
Advanced logistics service

Other logistics services
Production service

New process planning
Other services
Software service
Process data monitoring
Reconditioning
Recycling
Training
Tool presetting room

*

*

*

*

w

• = included

•

*

= included for FPP-relevant components

Uncompromising performance agreement – the complete
tool management solution from Walter Multiply
The pinnacle of Walter Multiply services: With complete respon
sibility for the entire process chain, it is possible to exhaust the
greatest potentials for optimisation. From sourcing to spindle,
Walter Multiply is the total solution provider on the customer’s
side. The result is guaranteed highly efficient processes that
blend absolutely seamlessly into the production environment.
This concept is supplemented by the services of the pro
duction solutions, which allow the entire tooling know-how of
Walter AG to be channelled into the optimisation of the
actual machining process.

°

= optional

— = not included

The search for concrete efficiency gains that characterise
the Multiply approach is purposefully reflected in the
FPP models of the billing arrangements. In this way, all cost
reduction measures are firmly focused on what matters in
the end – costs per part.
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HARDWARE

Optional:
Data exchange via e-mail
or interface

SOFTWARE
TDM

Thanks to modular toolroom setups,
Walter Multiply is able to offer tailored solutions
for both new production processes and for
the development of an existing environment.

DATABASE

MONITORING

Walter Multiply stands for networked processes
of the very highest level.

_SOLUTIONS FOR LOGISTICS

TOOLROOM SETUP

WHERE PERFORMANCE ORIGINATES
Top quality starts in the toolroom
A well-setup tool presetting room enables companies to
monitor and stabilise production processes and production
costs. As an expert partner for the planning and design of tool
presetting rooms, Walter Multiply can create the right conditions from the start so that tool processes up to the machine
can be optimally conceived.
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Process architecture in tool presetting
In a comprehensive process analysis, Walter Multiply thoroughly
examines all necessary key parameters in order to be able to
identify the untapped potential of the toolroom and thereby
derive measures for optimised production.
By asking the right questions, it is possible to draw
a conclusive overall picture:
– How do individual work steps interlink?
– How can we maintain an optimum tool flow on
a permanent basis?
– How are the individual steps translated into transparent,
continuous documentation?

PRODUCTION UNIT

COMPANY
NETWORK

Quality starts in the toolroom, as the standard
of a presetting process has a demonstrable impact on the
quality of every single manufactured component.

Walter Multiply adopts the 5S model
All determined process parameters flow into the development
of a sustainable solution strategy – for practical and tailored
results. Walter Multiply formulates each solution precisely to
the ergonomic requirements concerned and in accordance
with the industry-accepted 5S model.

Much more than a consultant
Walter Multiply services go far beyond pure consultancy.
In accordance with the individual requirements profile,
Walter Multiply can organise installation on site and assume
responsibility for manufacturer-independent component
purchasing or even qualified training of the personnel assigned.

The focal point is a workplace organisation aimed at permanently avoiding disturbances. Unnecessary waiting times and
long transport paths are widely encountered problem areas
and are addressed with as much rigour as the often wasteful
handling of resources.
To track down potential weak points comprehensively and
then be able to implement consistently as many improvements
as possible, Walter Multiply relies on targeted employee
involvement.
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1
6

Tools to be reground are packaged
in the shipping box provided free of charge

Customer

Receipt of your tools
restored to original
Walter Titex and
Walter Prototyp quality

2
Collection of
shipping box arranged
with one phone call

3

5
Delivery of the
reconditioned tools

Regrinding to the
highest quality standards
by our experts

4
Recoating
for maximum performance

Not to be ignored, and extremely practical:
The RedBox for collecting tools is made available
and collected by Walter Multiply free of charge.

Reliable, just like the tool itself:
the reconditioning cycle of Walter Multiply.

_SOLUTIONS FOR LOGISTICS

RECONDITIONING

RECONDITIONING – MORE THAN REGRINDING
The Walter Multiply “Almost as good as new” workflow
Demanding customers require 100% performance at all
times. This requirement must of course also apply to recon
ditioning when it comes to users of high-performance tools.
Over numerous machining steps, Walter Multiply returns
a tool to a condition that is “almost as good as new”. This
has been proven in actual practice. The reconditioned tool
impresses customers with its 100% performance. It’s worth
it, no question about it: The service life of a tool is extended
each time it is reconditioned.
Impressive system: the Walter Multiply RedBox
Worn tools are collected in a secure container – the RedBox –
then picked up by Walter Multiply, tested and reconditioned in
several steps, including final surface treatment.
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100% performance, even for PCD tools
For PCD tools, the entire reconditioning process is set up
in almost exactly the same way. The background process is,
however, matched quite precisely to the specific properties
of PCD tools.
Walter Multiply pays particular attention to the time factor.
To be able to deliver a precise and stable tool that is ready to
use as quickly as possible, all steps flow into one another
and follow a standardised workflow. The reconditioning service
from Walter Multiply is globally available.
Walter Multiply reconditioning is available for:
– Solid carbide drills
– XD drills
– Solid carbide milling cutters
– Solid carbide and HSS step drills and special tools
– High-performance HSS-Co drills and milling cutters

A passion for collecting:
The Walter Multiply returnable containers
for worn carbide tools are available
free of charge and in different sizes.

RECYCLING
Environmental awareness pays
Carbide recycling by Walter Multiply
Recycling of carbide tools not only reflects our shared responsibility for the environment, it is about the treatment of valu
able raw materials and, therefore, tied-up capital. That’s why
we issue a credit note. The repurchase prices are regularly
adapted to current developments on the raw materials market.
As with the reconditioning process, Walter Multiply provides
special collection boxes that are picked up free of charge. In the
recycling process, the tool manufacturer is irrelevant because
even third-party tools will be collected. All partners involved in
the Walter recycling process are certified for the transport
of hazardous goods.

Highly efficient recycling thanks to the
zinc disintegration process
Treating the carbide in a zinc smelter transforms the cobalt
binding agent contained therein into a cobalt-zinc alloy.
This allows the zinc to be distilled and retrieved. The actual
carbide scrap is then present as a porous, loose mass, which
can be ground into a powder very easily. All valuable components of the metal remain, e.g. tungsten carbide, composite
carbide and cobalt. An impressive balance: At least 95% of
carbide can be retrieved in this way. This process is superior to
all other methods with regard to eco-friendliness and energy
consumption.

Walter Multiply carbide recycling
is available for
– Solid carbide drills
– Solid carbide milling cutters
– Indexable inserts
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_SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS

INTELLIGENT CONTROL
AND TRANSPARENCY
With the software solutions of Walter Multiply,
processes are made crystal clear and man
agement of a production environment becomes
more transparent and controlled than ever before. The software solutions of Walter Multiply
provide the necessary overview across all processes: from tool retrieval through to cutting
operations and tool reconditioning.
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Do you want more transparency
in tool management?

TDM SOFTWARE
EASY SUPPLY
Would you like to be able to see your
technical data at any time?

TOOL·ID AND MOBILE
APPLICATIONS
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Where are the cost drivers? Where are the savings potentials?
Just one tool management system, which maps the entire
production process, enables tool managers to operate with
real success.

_SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS

TOOL MANAGEMENT
SOFTWARE

TOOLS AND MORE – ALWAYS UP TO DATE
Transparency helps lower costs
With the powerful tool management software of Walter Multiply,
accurate tool consumption, stock or individual replacement cycles can be transparently mapped at any stage. Walter Multiply
stands for services that enable customers to concentrate fully
on their core competencies. For a particularly uncomplicated
and, above all, time-saving implementation, Walter Multiply even
undertakes to capture all relevant data.
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The challenge today for tool managers is having not only to
manage just the actual tool stock. Rather, the entire process
chain of production must be continuously overseen, so that
as much cost reduction potential as possible can be identified.
This requires a global perspective.
As permanent cost monitoring forms the basis for possible
savings, comprehensive and up-to-date documentation is
of decisive importance. With the help of Walter tool management software, it is possible to call up and analyse all relevant
key figures at any time.
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Recycling

Reconditioning

Documentation

Disassembly

1

8

Procurement

Transport
to the
toolroom

2
Goods inwards

7
Transport
to the machine

3
Quality control

6
Tool presetting

5
Tool assembly

4
Stocking the warehouse

The entire tool management process – from purchasing
to recycling – is documented using the high-performance
Walter tool management software.

The Walter tool management software is the result of years
of development. A number of installations on the market
prove the performance of this solution in daily, practical use at
leading companies. On the basis of user feedback, Walter tool
management software is continuously being developed further
and adapted to current needs. This closeness to practical
use is the central key to the success of this management
application. At its very beginning, the successful Walter tool
management software developed out of the machining sector.
This always ensures that real manufacturing processes are
not encumbered by abstract IT “solutions”.

Even transport of the tools to the machine
using the tool trolley is documented
with Walter tool management software.

The most important features
of Walter tool management software
– Management of individual tools and tool assemblies
– Comprehensive reporting for costs and stock movements
– Inclusion of existing stock systems
– User-friendly interface, easy to use
– Absolute transparency
The main advantage advantages at a glance
– Increase in productivity in planning and production
– Increased transparency in warehouse and circulation
management
– Quicker to find tools and information
– Easy interfacing with materials management as well
as purchasing and ERP systems
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Download the new Feeds & Speeds app
with integrated Walter Tool·ID scan function
onto your iPhone free of charge.
Walter Feeds & Speeds
http://goo.gl/4X7nR

_SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS

TOOL·ID AND
MOBILE APPLICATIONS

WALTER TOOL·ID
The digital fingerprint of a tool
Every tool is unique. For this reason, Walter marks its tools
with the innovative Tool·ID, a machine-readable data matrix
code. Similar to a serial number, the Walter Tool·ID enables
unambiguous identification of the tool at hand, which
simplifies tool tracking significantly when supported by the
tool management system.
Quality assurance through process reliability
With the Walter Tool·ID, tool management and production
monitoring can be interlinked. When the Walter Tool·ID is
scanned in, it is possible to track exactly which components
have been manufactured with which tools. Weak points
can be promptly identified and process quality is considerably
improved.
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Transparency and efficiency
The Walter Tool·ID makes it possible to log the time in use
of a specific tool and its life remaining. Evaluating these
factors helps to ensure that optimum usage intensity is being
maintained in the production environment. The risk of tool
breakage or damage caused by overuse is thereby significantly
reduced. And because reconditioning cycles are recorded, it is
guaranteed that each tool will achieve its optimum service
life. Unnecessary tool expenditure can therefore be avoided.
Guarantee of highest tool quality
The Walter Tool·ID represents uncompromising transparency in
the manufacturing of Walter tools. By assigning each individual
tool to particular machines and time points, Walter Multiply
ensures stable and efficient production processes. The fact
that tools made by Walter also meet the highest expectations
for quality is nothing new – but now, thanks to the Walter Tool·ID,
this is also transparently auditable at any time.

Precisely capture the laser-scribed Walter Tool·ID directly
on the tool using professional hand scanners.

Powerful apps for convenient use
The interface between information technology and cutting
will mark the future of the industry. With the exclusive
Walter a pplications “Feeds & Speeds” and “Tool Guide”,
Walter Multiply offers user-friendly solutions for mobile
access to relevant tool data.
Feeds & Speeds: The intuitive app for determining
starting values for a multitude of cutting operations
in the fields of milling, drilling and turning
– Intuitive navigation: from the application, workpiece
material and tool type to the cutting tool material,
cutting speed and feed
– Integrated scan function: Scanning in the Walter Tool·ID
makes it so much easier and quicker to navigate
to the cutting speed and feed calculation function
– Direct access to numerous Walter online resources

Tool Guide: Our handy compass for navigating
through the Walter tool range on your mobile
– Mobile access with practical search function
– Vivid 2D and 3D tool models instantly available at
your fingertips
– The detailed tool data sheet can be sent conveniently
by e-mail
– New: the TOOLSHOP interface. Every tool available
online can now be ordered directly – even when you’re
on the move
– Direct access to numerous Walter online resources
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_TRAINING

EXPERTISE SHARED
IN A NEAR REAL WORLD
ENVIRONMENT
Technology never stands still. For machinists
in the production environment, this represents
an opportunity and a challenge at the same
time. Those who want to work successfully
today do not let qualifications-based training
pass them by.
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Are you looking for training courses
delivered in a near real production environment?

TRAINING IN THE
WALTER TRAINING CENTERS

Do you have specific questions
that demand individual solutions?

IN-HOUSE TRAINING
FOR CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC
QUESTIONS
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The greatest possible learning effects can be achieved
in the Walter Technology Center using real test runs and exercises.

_TRAINING

EXPERT KNOWLEDGE
FOR PROFESSIONALS

FIRST-HAND EXPERT KNOWLEDGE
Training packages available from Walter Multiply
If you want to use high-calibre tools efficiently and would like
to guarantee reliable processes, you have to have excellent
specialist knowledge at your disposal. Only in-depth knowledge
of how to deal with different processes within the framework
of modern production rooms will lead to sustained expertise,
which pays off in the face of tough competition.
Our expert knowledge and our experience in the extremely varied
sectors of the cutting industry are the key success factors
of the entire Walter Multiply service offering. In Walter Multiply
training courses, exclusive process know-how is clearly shared
in a near real world environment. The goal is for each participant
to be capable of stabilising the realised efficiency gains and
further developing them independently in their everyday work.
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The long-term success of customer projects is possible only if
a transfer of know-how actually takes place. The best processes,
therefore, are anything but grey theory. They have to be firmly
established at the customer’s premises and carried through
into daily operations in order to realise the full potential of an
optimisation process. The Walter Multiply experts train the
customer’s employees on all the relevant process steps, such
as clamping workpieces on the machines, using software and
evaluating various sets of data. The operating principle and
evaluation possibilities of Walter Multiply vending solutions are
also explained. The objective of our training courses is to give
all participants the necessary process knowledge to be able to
build on initiated developments independently.

It is not just specialist knowledge that is made more accessible
by ideal technical and spatial conditions. The pleasant
atmosphere also promotes team spirit among the participants.

Training at Walter
Sometimes, a certain distance from one’s daily round of duties
enables full concentration and focus on the tasks at hand,
which makes a particularly successful training result more likely.
With perfectly equipped training centres, Walter Multiply
offers the ideal training environment in various locations around
the world. In the affiliated Technology Centers, even complex
processes can be demonstrated in a real world setup. The limits
of tool performance are explored under supervision and the
theory of cutting is translated into direct practical experience.
Participants try out the implementation of realised processes
on the operational machine. This experience combined with the
Walter Multiply concepts that have been devised p
 rovides the
valuable platform from which participants can subsequently
achieve maximum productivity even back in their own production environment.

Training at the customer’s site
In-house courses at the customer’s premises are always the
right choice when particularly individual training needs are
defined. From comprehensive information about continually
new developments in cutting, to concrete, production-specific
questions, the in-house courses of Walter Multiply are freely
configurable in terms of scope and content.
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_ WALTER WORLDWIDE

How to find us.

HEADQUARTERS

EUROPE

Walter AG
Tübingen, Germany

Walter Deutschland GmbH
Frankfurt, Germany

Walter Hungária Kft.
Budapest, Hungary

Walter (Schweiz) AG
Solothurn, Switzerland

Walter Austria GmbH
Vienna, Austria

Walter Benelux N.V./S.A.
Zaventem, Belgium

SC Montanwerke Walter SRL
Timisoara, Romania

Walter GB Ltd.
Bromsgrove, Great Britain

Montanwerke Walter GmbH Podružnica Trgovina Slovenija
Miklavž na Dravskem Polju, Slovenia

Walter Italia S.R.L.
Cadorago (CO), Italy
Walter France
Soultz-sous-Forêts, France
Walter Tools Iberica S.A.U.
El Prat de Llobregat, Spain
Walter Norden AB
Halmstad, Sweden
Walter CZ spol.sr.o.
Kurim, Czech Republic
Walter Polska Sp. z o.o.
Warsaw, Poland
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Walter LLC
St. Petersburg, Russia
Walter Slowakei, o.z.
Nitra, Slovakia
Walter Kesici Takimlar Sanayi ve
Ticaret Limited Sirketi
Istanbul, Turkey

= headquarters

= location

= location with Technology Center

NORTH AMERICA

ASIA PACIFIC REGION

WALTER TECHNOLOGY CENTERS

Walter USA, INC.
Waukesha, WI, USA

Walter Wuxi Co. Ltd.
Wuxi, China

Walter AG
TC Tübingen, Germany

Walter Tools S.A. de C.V.
Saltillo Coahuila, Mexico

Walter AG Singapore Pte. Ltd.
Singapore

Walter Italia S.R.L.
TC Como, Italy

Walter Canada
Mississauga, Canada

Walter Korea Ltd.
Korea

Walter USA, INC.
TC Waukesha, WI, USA

Walter Tools India Pvt. Ltd.
Pune, India

Walter Wuxi Co. Ltd.
TC Wuxi, China
TC Peking, China

SOUTH AMERICA
Walter do Brasil Ltda.
Sorocaba, Brazil
Walter Argentina S.A.
Buenos Aires, Argentina

Walter Tooling Japan KK
Nagoya, Japan
Walter (Thailand) Co. Ltd.
Bangkok, Thailand
Walter Malaysia Sdn. Bhd.
Selangor, Malaysia

Walter do Brasil Ltda.
TC Sorocaba, Brazil
Walter Tools India Pvt. Ltd.
TC Pune, India

www.walter-tools.com

Derendinger Straße 53, 72072 Tübingen
Postfach 2049, 72010 Tübingen
Germany
www.walter-tools.com

Walter GB Ltd.
Bromsgrove, England
+44 (1527) 839 450, service.uk@walter-tools.com
Walter Kesici Takımlar Sanayi ve Ticaret Ltd. Şti.
Istanbul, Türkiye
+90 (216) 528 1900 Pbx, service.tr@walter-tools.com
Walter Wuxi Co. Ltd.
Wuxi, Jiangsu, P.R. China
+86 (510) 8241 9399, service.cn@walter-tools.com
Walter AG Singapore Pte. Ltd.
+65 6773 6180, service.sg@walter-tools.com
Walter Korea Ltd.
Anyang-si Gyeonggi-do, Korea
+82 (31) 337 6100, service.kr@walter-tools.com
Walter Tools India Pvt. Ltd.
Pune, India
+91 (20) 3045 7300, service.in@walter-tools.com
Walter (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
Bangkok, 10120, Thailand
+66 2 687 0388, service.th@walter-tools.com
Walter Malaysia Sdn. Bhd.
Selangor D.E., Malaysia
+60 (3) 8023 7748, service.my@walter-tools.com
Walter Tooling Japan K.K.
Nagoya, Japan
+81 (52) 723 5800, service.jp@walter-tools.com
Walter USA, LLC
Waukesha WI, USA
+1 800-945-5554, service.us@walter-tools.com
Walter Canada
Mississauga, Canada
service.ca@walter-tools.com
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